This article initiates a detailed analysis of the spectral representation for the ground state representation of the infinite one-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet. Here, we obtain explicit expressions for the infinite volume (weak) limits of the projections constructed from Bethe's eigenfunctions for the finite volume Heisenberg Hamiltonians.
The purpose of this article is to initiate a detailed study of the ground state representation for the infinite, spin 4, one-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet with nearest neighbor interactions. By the ground state representation, we are referring in a physical sense to quasi-local perturbations of the ferromagnetic state, i.e., the state in which all of the spins are aligned in a single direction, and the time evolution of those perturbations generated by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian [I, 21. Since the ferromagnetic state is invariant under the time evolution, one is led via the GNS construction [3, Sect. 6 .21 to a Hilbert space representation (X, e itW, Q), the ground state representation, in which the ferromagnetic state is realized as an element Q in the Hilbert space 2, and the Hamiltonian is realized as a self-adjoint operator H generating the unitary group eitH which leaves Q invariant. In fact we propose to obtain the spectral representation for H.
The operator H may be thought of as a limit of operators HY for k--+ co where HY is a cutoff Heisenberg Hamiltonian acting nontrivially in a Hilbert space %; associated with a finite volume consisting of V lattice sites. As is well known, the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for HY have been described in detail by Bethe [4] in his classic article on the Heisenberg ferromagnet. Bethe's eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are given explicitly in terms of (real or complex) wave numbers satisfying a set of transcendental equations. In his article, Bethe discusses approximate solutions to these equations for V large.
Here, we study the infinite volume limit for these eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. We show that in the limit Bethe's eigenfunctions become generalized (nonnormalizable) eigenfunctions {&(K)}. The symbol Q describes the manner in which r-spin waves (defined in Sect. 2) combine to form r' bound state complexes; the components of K are the momenta of each of the complexes. In addition we obtain explicit expressions for the "projection" operators E,(S) associated with these eigenfunctions, see Theorem 4.5. In this integral, S is a Bore1 set contained in the torus {X j 0 < Ki < 2iT; i = 1, 2,..., r'}; the function pQ(x) is a spectral density function. (We call these operators projections; they are obtained as weak limits of the analogous finite volume expressions, which alone is not sufficient to imply they are projections. See the hypothesis in Section 4. The proof that they are projections will be postponed to the second of these articles [5] .) We find that the eigenfunctions $Q (x) h ave an analytic dependence on x, as do the spectral density functions pa(x).
(We are assuming that we have at least one spin wave present.) Provided that the E,(.) are projections, it follows that the subspaces associated with the EQ are absolutely continuous subspaces in the sense that (#EQ(.) $) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure for IJ E 2. Finally, since the energy Ed associated with $J~(x) also has an analytic and nontrivial dependence on K, these subspaces are absolutely continuous subspaces for H [6, p. 5161. We remark that the operators E,(x) are not shown here to be complete in the sense that
where E(.) is the spectral family for H, although it is natural to conjecture that this is indeed the case. The problem of completeness is related to the problem of showing the EQ are projections and will be discussed with the latter problem in [5] . We add that the relevance of the absolute continuity results (assuming completeness) to ergodic properties for the Heisenberg ferromagnetic ground state representation has been discussed by Martin [7] .
In Section 2, we summarize the mathematical structure of the ground state representation. Included in this section is the definition of an r-spin wave state. In Section 3 we compute the projections EQ associated with two spin wave states. This computation is a special case of those in Section 4, but it is illustrative of the basic procedures. Finally, in Section 4 we obtain the projections for an arbitrary number of spin waves.
NOTATIOK AND GENERALITIES
In this section, we recall the mathematical structure of the ground state representation for the Heisenberg model [l, 2, 71. This representation consists of a Hilbert space sP, a one-parameter strongly continuous unitary group eitH acting in # giving the time evolution, a normalized vacuum state Q E %, and bounded self-adjoint operators J](m), Ja(m), Ja(m) for each m E Z acting in %'. Together, A?, eitH, Sz, and the operators Ii(m) satisfy: The Hamiltonian H commutes with the number operator which has only a discrete spectrum 0, 1,2,... . Eigenstates of N with eigenvalue r we denote r-spin wave states. In addition H also commutes with the unitary translation operator S defined
SJi(rn) s-1 = Ji(rn + 1).
Note that S also commutes with N.
(2.9)
We will make use of the operator HY, I' = 3,4, 5,..., defined as follows: LetA,={mEZI(--V+1)/2<m<V/2}(thus IA,/=numberofpoints in A y = I'), and let A y' be the subset of A V obtained by deleting the right-hand end point of A,. Set 
TWO-SPIN WAVE STATE PROJECTIONS
In this section the symbol Q will refer to a decomposition of the integers 1,2 into Q = {l}, (2) = u or Q = {1,2} = b and will correspond, respectively, to the cases in which the two-spin waves are unbound or bound to each other. We begin with the unbound case.
We express the unnormalized finite volume two-spin wave eigenfunctions as where in the unbound case [4] (The bound a's will be defined later.) Note that an interchange of k, with k, leads to the same eigenfunction. The corresponding eigenvalue is
We first examine a problem concerning the infinite volume limit of #J'S and K'S satisfying Eqs. (3.3), (3.4). Proof. The set of (4, X) which can be so attained is clearly closed, so it suffices to prove the lemma for K, # K, or K # 0 or k, # 2~r. We show that for each V there is a solution (+ r, K ') with components within a distance 0( V-r) of (4, x) . Define %iy, [av:
The numbers [rv, fzv are certainly not integers in general but each is within a distance 2 of integers Xiv, /\av, respectively, with 1 hlv -Xzv 1 >, 2 and 0 < hlv, h,v < V. Next define &yt> = %lV + (hlV -&> t , f2v = l2y + (h2v -$27 4
O<t<l.
We then let (tjV(t), xv(t)) be the solution (3. We next proceed to estimate the norm of &V(H). Since the norm can be calculated explicitly from we can write the estimate
This estimate is uniform in x for K bounded away from the line k, = k, in the set C, = (X ) 0 < K, < K, < 2rr). We will also need to know an approximate expression for the density of eigenvalues in terms of K. From Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) we obtain
or, if Ah, = Ah, = 1,
where A denotes the exterior product (A is multihnear and antisymmetric).
Since sin 44 csc &K, and sin +$ csc #a are finite via Eq. (3.3) except near K = (O,O), (0,2rr), (2~, 2rr), the estimate given by Eq. (3.7) is uniform for K bounded away from these points and thus in particular for x bounded away from the border K, = k, in C, . We now take the infinite volume limit of the projections I?,"(.) associated with these finite volume eigenfunctions. Let zZ!J C &' be the dense set of states within the two-spin wave subspace of &' given by C ah , m2> J+h) J+tm2) 52 with a(mr , mz) having bounded support on the two-dimensional lattice P. Let # be an element in 3 and let S be a Bore1 set in C, disjoint from a neighborhood of the critical line K, = K, (where the uniformity of our estimates (3.6), (3.7) breaks down). Then by Lemma 3.1, and Eqs. (3.6), (3.7) we define where with uUX(ml , ms) given by the rhs of (3.2) and (K, 4) related just by (3.3). (We are using the fact that the I&"(H) are orthogonal to one another, since for distinct K values either the corresponding energy eigenvalues or the eigenvalues under the operation Sy are distinct.) Because of the obvious estimate II J%,(S)ll G 1 (3.10)
for 16 E g, E, extends to all of .%'. By polarizing (3.8) we have that E,(S) = w-hli E,"(S).
(3.11)
From this point on, we ussume E,(S) is a projection. (We are still assuming S is disjoint from a neighborhood of the line k, = k, .) Then (3.11) becomes a strong limit and E,(S,), E,(S,) are orthogonal if S, and S, are disjoint by the orthogonality of the finite volume projections. We then define E,(S) for S an arbitrary Bore1 set in C, by E,(S) = s-hh E&S,) (3.12) where S, is an increasing sequence of Bore1 sets converging to S, with each S, disjoint from a neighborhood of the line R, = k, . The limit exists since the sequence is Cauchy. Obviously E,(.) will still be given by the rhs of (3.8).
It is clear from the rhs of (3.8) that (#E,(.) $) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure in C, . The projection E,( .) reduces H, and E,( C,) projects onto an absolutely continuous part of H with where E&c) = 2 -cos k, -cos k, . (3.14)
We will summarize these results along with those concerning the bound states following a discussion of the latter. The remaining (bound) finite volume eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are again given by (3.1)-(3.5) but the k's become complex, k, = u + iv, k, = u -iv. Consider the limit V-t 03 for kl and k, assuming w < 0 (kl , k, of course depend on I'). From (3.4a), im$ = VV, so that for I' large we have approximately 22' c cot $k, -cot &k, which in the limit relates u, w by ev = cos u , -7r/2 < u < 7r/2. In both cases im$ = VW, and v is obtained approximately from (3.15). TVe now prove a lemma analogous to Lemma 3.1. Proof. The set of (u, v)'s for which the lemma holds is certainly closed, so it is sufficient to consider the case u # 0. Set uv equal to the value nearest u such that vK"/h = h is an integer. Set re ~7%" equal to zero or = according to whether X is even or odd. The quantity vv is determined from Eqs. (3.3), (3.4a), which simplify to -(sinh erv)/(cosh vv -cos uv) = (e-"*' f l)/(e-vVV F 1)
according to whether h is even or odd. From this expression it readily follows that vv converges to v.
An estimate for the norm of I,+,"(K) is easily obtained from (3.16). It is given by
where the estimate is uniform for K bounded away from 0,23r. By analogy with Eq. (3.7), we have from (3.18) (3.19) VAkj2rr = Ah (3.20) relating the density of eigenvalues to AK. We can now consider the infinite volume limit Z$(.) of the projection &V(.) associated with these finite volume bound state eigenfunctions.
Again let # E &@ and let S be a Bore1 set contained in C, = {K IO < K < 27~} disjoint from a neighborhood of the end points. We define This expression for the energy is obtained from (3.5) and (3.15). We now summarize these results in the following lemma. (2) It does not follow from the above analysis that E,(C,,) + E,(C,) projects onto all two-spin wave states (although this can be verified by direct calculation with (3.25)). In taking the infinite volume limit, we first used sets S with support away from the critical hypersurfaces k, = k, (unbound) and K = 0,2x (bound), and then let S become arbitrary. In effect we have interchanged the order of limits. Eigenstates, or more precisely their x values, could conceivably have concentrated near these hypersurfaces for large V at such a rate as to provide additional projection families supported on these hypersurfaces in the infinite volume limit. This problem is typical of the problems which occur for an arbitrary number of spin waves. Remark. The eigenfunctions given by (4.1), (4.2) do not exhaust the r-spin wave eigenfunctions; some of the ki's may be zero. We return to this point at the end of this section.
As in the two-spin wave case, some of the ki's may be complex. From Eq. so that vj. is increasing in 1. We now prove the analog to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
LEMMA 4.1. Let K E C, be given and let (k, ,..., k,) Be the zvace numbers corresponding to x obtained from (4.10). Then there exists a sequence of solutions (k,", h",..., k,.") converging to (k, ,..., k,) for lI-+ cc.
Remark. For i, j in distinct complexes or i, j within the same complex but not successive, i.e., i # j $ 1, we set 2 cot &pij = cot Jki -cot +kj , -r < E&j < n.
Proof. The set of k = (k, ,..., k,) va ues I which can be so attained is certainly closed, so it suffices to prove the lemma for k away from certain hypersurfaces encountered in the proof. 
(4.13)
The strategy from this point is to show that the variation in k is small as pj;
is turned off and [iv is varied to an integral value. Let us first discuss the magnitude of 95 and the amount that lir' (which in general is complex) differs from an integral value. The quantity 9: is nonzero only if i, j are successive within the same complex. In this case, i, j = i, , im+, , "V . Other derivatives can be handled similarly. Thus d+$dt is at most O(1) for k away from certain hypersurfaces, and by the remark after equation (4.18) the lemma follows. 1
We next examine the normalization of the eigenfunctions given by (4.1) and (4.2). We first discuss the P-normalization of a term corresponding to a single permutation in the rhs of (4.2), %P(ml , m2 >'.., Proof. Suppose first that P is a canonical ordering. Since within a given complex the ki's are either real or appear in complex conjugate pairs, we obtain im C &GP(~) = 0 iEQp jaQ, and (4.24a) then follows via the formula for a sum of a geometric series.
Suppose next that P is not a canonical ordering. We employ an inductive argument on the number of complexes r'. First consider the case r' = 1, i.e., Q consists of a single complex. Clearly uXP will attain its maximum modulus for 0 < m, < mz f . .. for 1 < i < r so that (4.26) will be O(exp -cV), and hence 11 uXp II2 = O(P exp -2cV), unless P is a permutation such that (a) if i < q, j > q, and P(i), P(j) are successive, i.e., P(i) = P(j) f 1, then P reverses the order of i, j, (b) if i < q, i < j < q, and P(i), P(j) are successive, then P preserves the order of i, j, (c) if q < i < j and P(i), P(j) are successive, then P preserves the order of i, j.
If P does satisfy (a j(c), then it is in fact of the form P(i)=q+i for i== 1,2,...,q xi--q for i = q + l,..., r;
in other words, P just exchanges the intervals i = l,..., q and i = q + l,..., r while maintaining their internal order. In this case (4.26) is O(1). We now use LAWRENCE E. THOMAS the facts that nj < z', for i <j, Us < TIN for i <j < q or q < i < j, and This concludes the proof of (4.24b) for Y' = 1. Now suppose that (4.24b) holds for r' -1. We wish to calculate the F-norm when another complex is added, r' -1 -Y'.
Assume that the additional complex Q,, = {r + 1, r + 2,..., r + sJ. Then we have (again using translation invariance of the moduli), It therefore just remains to consider the case where P has the properties (a) if i < j and P(i), P(j) < r or P(i), P(j) > Y, P(i) <P(j) (a P involving a simple permutation of the first r' -1 complexes will not alter the argument); and (b) either (i) for some i < j < 1, P(i), P(Z) < r lie in the same complex and P(j) > r, or (ii) for some i <j < 1, P(i), P(Z) > r and P(j) < r. (If P does not satisfy (b) it is a canonical ordering.)
In this situation the reader may convince himself that two or more of the complexes-one among the first r' -1 complexes and the new complex-"stick" together in the sense that a,+. decreases exponentially as m values associated with the two complexes separate from one another. Consequently there are effectively at most only Y' -I complexes and the P-norm is again 0( V-1). A more analytic argument is available; in performing the sum c I ~xp(~l , m2 ,..., ~,+s)12, o<m,<m,<~~ .<n7,+,q which amounts at each stage to computing a geometric series or a derivative of a geometric series, one can see that the sum is O(Vv) where y is equal to the number of times the sum j 1 im b'(i) , i=l j=z 1,2 ,*-*, r + S, equals zero. This will happen generically at most r' -1 times. (Recall that for i within a complex, im K, is increasing.) A more careful analysis shows these estimates to be uniform away from the hypersurfaces cited in the lemma. This completes the proof. B
In order to complete the discussion of the wave function normalization, it remains to show that the P-inner product of u,+, , and aXP, for P and P' distinct is small. Actually we need only consider the case where P and P' are both canonical orderings. Proof. Again, computing the sum (4.28) amounts at each stage to computing a geometric series or a derivative of a geometric series. The sum will be 0( Vy) where y will be in this case the number of times the sum i @P'(i) + kp*(i)) i-l equals zero forj = 1,2,..., r. This can happen at most r' -1 times.
1
We now give an estimate for the finite volume eigenfunction normalization. Let &"(x) be a finite volume eigenfunction corresponding to a decomposition Q = {gi ,..., QJ} with K = (K1 ,..., K,.,) and KD the total momentum of the pth complex. where the sum is restricted to permutations which do not alter the order of integers within a complex, i.e., if i <j and ;,j~ Q, , P(i) < P(i). The +i,'s, i, ,+' not successive within a complex, are given by (4.3). Exactly as in the two-spin wave case, we extend the definition of E,(S) to all of 8, assume it is a projection and then extend the definition of E,(S) to all Bore1 sets in Co . By the assumption that I&(S) is a projection, E,(S) must be the strong limit of finite volume projections, and hence E,(S), Eo(S') must be orthogonal for Q, Q' distinct or S, s' disjoint if Q and Q' are the same decomposition. From Eq. We summarize the results concerning the I&(.). will be an r-spin wave eigenstate. (Bethe does argue that the ~Qv(w)'s together with states of the form (J+V)m $ov( ) K are complete.) One could then associate an r-spin wave state family of projections with these eigenfunctions in the manner above. However, it can be seen that for x away from critical hypersurfaces, /I /+V#oV(~)]1-2 (@)/a(x)), will be at most of order V-l, (+)/a(~) is the inverse density of eigenvalues). In the limit, these projections will converge strongly to zero. Similarly, projections associated with states of the form (J+v)"" #or(z), m = 1, 2 ,..., will converge to zero.
Again we emphasize that we have not shown completeness of the operator Eo(.) in the sense 1 = c J%(~Q), Q since we have effectively interchanged the infinite volume limit with the limits S--f C, . The question of completeness, along with the questions concerning the idempotency and orthogonality of the EQ(.), will be the subject of the next article in this series.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we recall a lemma regarding systems of first-order differential equations.
LEMMA. This differential inequality can be integrated to obtain the inequality of the lemma. The uniformity in a: is clear. m
